
 Tenluxe Inkcleaner ® Suitability  
 

 Tenluxe Inkcleaner® is suitable for the following industries:  
 Ball gown industry 

 Garment retailers 

 Silk and synthetic fabric industries 

 Quilting 

 Fabric inspectors 

 Bedding manufacturers and sellers 

 Garment manufacturers 

 Plastic outer shells of household appliances 

 Office workers  

 

 Tenluxe Inkcleaner® is NOT suitable for:  
 Non-oil based stains, such as dye stains on fabric 

 Serious moulding or yellowed stains that have already altered the fabric  

 

How to Use  Tenluxe Inkcleaner®:  
 

Method 1:   

We recommend the following simple steps to enable you to achieve the 

desired results:  

 

 
 

1. Lightly rub or wipe the entire stained area with 

clean water until moistened. 



 

 
 

2. Lightly apply  Tenluxe Inkcleaner® to the 

stained area. 

 

 

 
 

3. For surface stains: use a toothbrush to lightly brush 

off the stain;  

For mid-layer stains: you can cut the thistles of the 

toothbrush shorter, so that greater force can be 

applied to the stain with the toothbrush. 

For deep-layer stains: lay out the fabric flat on the 

workbench, and use the handle-end of the 

toothbrush to lightly scrub the stained area. 

 

(Please note that the handle must be smooth, so as 

not to damage the fabric. Professional garment 

makers often use the blunt tip of the bone pen to 

add to the internal friction between fibers, further 

improving the stain-removing effect.) 

 

 

4. Rinse off the stained area with water.  

 

We suggest filling a container (such as a cup) up to 

90% with clean water, place the fabric directly over 

the cup, and use the handle of the toothbrush to 

dip the fabric slightly into the water for rinsing.  

The residual detergent will be diluted by the water 

in the container (or cup). 

 

The water in the cup should be replaced with clean 

water if necessary. Use a dry cloth to soak up the 

extra moisture in the fabric, or spray off the extra 

moisture with an air gun.  Remember to re-cap 

 Tenluxe Inkcleaner®, and keep the tube in a dry 



 
 

place. 

 

 
Alternative Ways of Using  Tenluxe Inkcleaner®:  

 

Method 2:  

 

Rub a small amount of  Tenluxe Inkcleaner® onto a dampened towel or 

rug, and use it to directly wipe away a surface stain.  This method can be 

used not only with garments and fabric, but also with casings of general 

household appliances and electronic products.  Then simply wipe with a 

clean, dampened cloth.  

 

Method 3: 

 

Directly apply  Tenluxe Inkcleaner® onto the stained area of the fabric 

or garment, and then use the  Tenluxe® Textile Spray Gun Type B-4 (for 

spraying water only) to spray off the stain with water.  Finally, use a dry 

cloth to soak up any extra moisture, or spray off the extra moisture with an 

air gun.  

 

Method 4: 

 

For certain garments with transparent oil-based stains, directly apply  
Tenluxe Inkcleaner® onto the stained area, and then wash as usual in the 

washing machine.  

 

PLEASE BE ON ALERT FOR COUNTERFEITS!  
 

All  Tenluxe® products are manufactured and sold by  Tenluxe Co., Ltd. in 

Taiwan.  We have never authorized any other company for OEM, ODM, or 

production by any other company in other areas or countries.  

 

To protect your rights as consumers, please ensure that you are purchasing  



Tenluxe Inkcleaner® or  Tenluxe® Textile Spray Guns with our registered 

trademark, and please also feel comfortable in requesting for proof that the 

product you are purchasing is an authentic  Tenluxe® product. 


